Chairman Coburn, Ranking Member Carper, and Members of the Subcommittee, as the Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration (TIGTA), I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss the scope, size, and nature of the tax gap problem, as well as some opportunities for closing the tax gap. My testimony will also address issues relating to the cash economy.

The importance of these issues cannot be overstated. The nation’s ability to provide for the general welfare and protect its citizens is based on the ability to raise revenue through taxes. For our government to perform effectively, it must ensure that the taxes owed are timely paid. It also cannot go unnoticed that the estimated annual tax gap figures closely correspond to the reported fiscal year 2005 budget deficit of $319 billion.

Because the tax gap poses such a significant threat to the integrity of our voluntary tax system, one of my top priorities for TIGTA is to identify opportunities for improvements to the Internal Revenue Service’s (IRS’) tax compliance initiatives. My staff is in the preliminary stages of preparing an audit report to assess whether the IRS is positioned to significantly improve voluntary compliance. I expect this report to be issued in 2006.
The Tax Gap: Its Scope, Size, and Nature

The IRS defines the tax gap as “the difference between what taxpayers are supposed to pay and what is actually paid.”¹ The IRS further describes the tax gap as having three primary components — unfiled tax returns, taxes associated with underreported income on filed returns, and underpaid taxes on filed returns.² Within the underreported income component, the IRS has further delineated specific categories of taxes, such as individual, corporate, employment, estate, and excise taxes. However, the IRS is not confident in the reliability of certain components of its tax gap estimate. Areas of uncertainty include portions of the underreported employment tax segment and the underreported corporate tax segment, because the underlying data is 15 years old or more, and the IRS has low confidence in its original estimates. Thus, these figures are simply rough estimates of the tax gap problem.

The following chart, which the IRS developed, provides a good visual reference for the various components of the tax gap. Additionally, it indicates which segments of the tax gap estimate were updated based on new data.

---

² This definition and the associated categories have evolved over time. IRS tax gap estimates in 1979 and 1983 included unpaid income taxes owed from illegal activities such as drug dealing and prostitution. That practice was discontinued in the 1988 estimate. Reasons given for excluding are 1) the magnitude of the illegal sector is extremely difficult to estimate; and 2) the interest of the government is not to derive revenue from these activities, but to eliminate the activities altogether. Earlier tax gap figures such as those for 1965 and 1976 only included underreporting. While figures for more recent years (1992, 1995, 1998 and 2001) are more comparable, they are essentially the same estimates adjusted for the growth in the economy. Thus, comparing the figures does not show real growth in the tax gap. Lastly, comparisons among years are not done in constant dollars, so any real growth in the tax gap cannot be determined through this IRS data.
The updated estimates of the tax gap released March 29, 2005, and developed for tax year 2001, estimated that the annual gross tax gap\(^3\) is between $312 billion and $353 billion. The net tax gap, which is the portion of this amount that will not be collected after all IRS and taxpayer actions have been completed for a given tax year, is estimated to be between $257 billion and $298 billion.\(^4\) To provide some perspective on the size of this estimate, if collected, these dollars could fund much, if not all of the estimated costs for hurricane relief efforts in the Gulf Coast region.

The largest estimated component of the tax gap is the underreporting component, which for tax year 2001 was estimated to be between $250 billion and $292 billion. Within that component, underreporting of individual income taxes was estimated to be between $150 billion and $187 billion, with business income estimated to be $83 billion to $99 billion of that total (about 27 percent of the total gross tax gap). The second largest segment of underreporting, estimated at $66 billion to $71 billion, is the employment tax.

---

\(^3\) The amount of tax that is imposed for a given tax year but is not paid voluntarily and timely.

which includes social security, medicare, and unemployment taxes. The self-
employment tax, which is self-reported, is the largest component of that category
at $51 billion to $56 billion (16 percent of the gross tax gap).

Thus, individuals with business income, including the self-employed, are
estimated to have an underreporting tax gap of $134 billion to $155 billion in tax
year 2001. This figure is more than 40 percent of the estimated gross tax gap,
and more than half of the estimated total underreported portion of the tax gap.
The cash economy is a subsection of this segment and is discussed later in my
testimony.

Better Data Are Needed to Measure the Tax Gap and the Effectiveness of
Enforcement Actions

From 1963 to 1988, the IRS conducted studies to measure tax compliance
approximately every three years. Estimates of the tax gap were first developed
from these studies in 1973. However, the program used to conduct these
studies, called the Taxpayer Compliance Measurement Program (TCMP), was
shelved in 1991 due to concerns about its burden on compliant taxpayers.
When the IRS unveiled an expanded approach to measure compliance in 1994,
Congress eliminated all funding for this project because of concerns about its
intrusiveness. More recently, the IRS initiated a new program to measure
compliance, and its results were used to produce the update of the individual tax
gap figures.

Although better data will help the IRS identify noncompliant segments of the
population, broader strategies and better research are also needed to determine
what actions are most effective in addressing noncompliance. The Taxpayer
Advocate’s 2004 Annual Report to Congress effectively laid out some of the
complexities involved in structuring an enforcement program to address the tax
gap. The report also addressed the efforts IRS still needs to make to analyze the
effectiveness of various compliance techniques. Similarly, TIGTA has identified
examination programs that the IRS had implemented nationwide before

5 KIM M. BLOOMQUIST ET AL., INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, TAX NONCOMPLIANCE IN THE UNITED
6 GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, PUB. NO. GAO/GGD-95-157, REDUCING THE TAX GAP:
7 The TCMP was considered by the IRS and by external stakeholders to be burdensome to
taxpayers because of the intensive “line-by-line” nature of its audits. See KIM M. BLOOMQUIST ET
AL., supra note 5; GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, PUB. NO. GAO/GGD-95-59, TAX ADMINISTRATION:
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9 NATIONAL TAXPAYER ADVOCATE, INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, 2004 ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS
(2004).
determining their possible effectiveness or before implementing an effective strategy to measure the results of the programs.\textsuperscript{10}

The IRS must continue to seek accurate measures of the various components of the tax gap and the effectiveness of actions taken to reduce it. This information is critical to the IRS for strategic direction, budgeting and staff allocation. The Department of the Treasury also needs these measures for tax policy purposes. Additionally, Congress needs this information to develop legislation that improves the effectiveness of the tax system.

\textbf{The Cash Economy: A Growing Problem}

The cash economy and the resulting underreporting of income for tax purposes have been a significant portion of the tax gap for many years.\textsuperscript{11} The cash economy, also known as the underground economy, consists of activities that may be both productive and legal but are deliberately concealed from public authorities for a variety of reasons, such as to avoid the payment of taxes or to avoid meeting certain standards or administrative requirements.\textsuperscript{12} As described earlier, underreporting of individual business income and self-employment taxes on filed returns comprises nearly half of the 2001 estimated tax gap. Taking action to improve compliance in this area is critical to making strides in addressing the tax gap.

The difference in compliance rates between individual wage-earning taxpayers and those operating businesses is striking. The IRS has estimated that individuals whose wages are subject to withholding report 99 percent of their wages for tax purposes.\textsuperscript{13} In contrast, self-employed individuals who formally operate non-farm businesses\textsuperscript{14} are estimated to report only about 68 percent of their income for tax purposes. Even more alarming, self-employed individuals


\textsuperscript{12} From the 1993 System of National Accounts (SNA93), published jointly by the United Nations, the Commission of the European Communities, the International Monetary Fund (IMF), Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), and the World Bank. These principles comprise a conceptual framework that sets the international statistical standard for the measurement of the market economy. SNA93 uses the term "underground economy."


\textsuperscript{14} Formal, non-farm businesses are considered to be those that are typically not operated on a cash basis and that pay expenses such as taxes, rent, or insurance.
operating businesses on a cash basis\textsuperscript{15} report just 19 percent of their income to the IRS.

Estimates indicate that the cash economy is growing.\textsuperscript{16} An article earlier this year in \textit{Barron’s} on the underground economy in this country estimated that the income in this segment of the population is currently about 9 percent of the gross domestic product and will soon surpass $1 trillion.\textsuperscript{17} The article indicated that growth in this segment of the economy has been spurred by corporate downsizing, which has forced many employees to become independent contractors, and by the increasing size of the nation’s population of undocumented immigrants.

An April 2002 Economic Roundtable briefing paper entitled “Workers Without Rights” explored the informal economy in Los Angeles.\textsuperscript{18} Even using conservative estimates, the study stated that unpaid payroll taxes and insurance benefits exceeded $1.1 billion. The briefing paper estimated the size of the informal economy to be between 9 percent and 29 percent of the employment in Los Angeles County. The informal economy included employment in a variety of manufacturing industries, agriculture, construction and others. Thus, the informal economy operates in many aspects of the economy and obtains a competitive advantage by paying low wages and not paying employment taxes.

Although the noncompliance rate in the cash economy is high, the percentage of examinations of self-employed taxpayers is still low. The figure below indicates that in the past nine years, this percentage dropped from 3.60 percent in 1996 to a low of 1.55 percent in 2000. In the last four years, however, the percentage has risen to 2.13 percent.

\textsuperscript{15} These individuals provide products or services through informal arrangements that typically involve cash transactions or “off-the-books” accounting practices. This group includes child care providers, street vendors, and moonlighting professionals.

\textsuperscript{16} \textsc{Kim Bloomquist, Internal Revenue Service, Trends as Changes in Variance: The Case of Tax Noncompliance} (2003).


\textsuperscript{18} The paper defined the informal economy as that which produces legal goods and services that are not effectively regulated. Such activities can give rise to abuses by employers who fail to respect basic labor, safety, immigration, and tax laws, leaving workers without rights.
Although examinations of these returns should increase compliance, the visibility of the income received by these self-employed individuals needs to be raised.

**Opportunities for Closing the Tax Gap**

Recommendations on how to address closing the tax gap have been circulating for years. Some of those recommendations made 10 to 15 years ago are still relevant today. In this section of my testimony, I will focus on the following opportunities that TIGTA, other oversight groups, and interested stakeholders have identified to address the tax gap:

- Reduce the Complexity of the Tax Code;
- Gather Better Compliance Data;
- Institute Withholding on Non-employee Compensation;
- Use Document Matching to Enhance Compliance;
- Address Increasing Levels of Late Filed Returns; and,
- Increase Resources in the IRS Enforcement Functions.

**Reduce the Complexity of the Tax Code**

According to the President’s Advisory Panel on Federal Tax Reform, tax code complexity is a significant problem. Among others, sources of complexity include duplicative and overlapping provisions, phase-outs, and expiring

---

19 “TGR” is Total Gross Receipts, and “Sch C” is Schedule C, the tax return schedule used by the self-employed to report a profit or loss from business.

20 THE PRESIDENT’S ADVISORY PANEL ON FEDERAL TAX REFORM, COMPLEXITY AND INSTABILITY STAFF PRESENTATION (JULY 20, 2005).
provisions. In addition to those sources, the Panel cited the instability of the tax code as another source of complexity. Since 1986, there have been more than 14,400 changes to the code. Furthermore, complexity is costing the U.S. economy $140 billion each year, with over 3.5 billion hours spent preparing tax returns. More than 60 percent of Americans rely on a tax practitioner to prepare their tax returns.

In 2001, the Joint Committee on Taxation conducted a study on the complexity of the tax law. The Committee found that, at that time, the tax code consisted of nearly 1.4 million words. There were 693 sections of the code applicable to individuals, 1,501 sections applicable to businesses, and 445 sections applicable to tax exempt organizations, employee plans, and governments. At that time, a taxpayer filing an individual income tax return (Form 1040) could be confronted with a 79 line return, 144 pages of instructions, 11 schedules totaling 443 lines (including instructions), 19 separate worksheets embedded in the instructions, and the possibility of having to file numerous other forms.\(^{21}\) For the 2005 tax filing season,\(^{22}\) the IRS estimates it should take, on average, over 19 hours to complete and file a 2004 Form 1040 and the associated Schedule A.

Tax law complexity creates a number of problems. It reduces the transparency of the tax system, rewards those with the means and inclinations to find all of the “angles” and then to exploit them, and it undermines trust in the fairness of the system, which may in turn undermine voluntary compliance. The complexities of the tax law also affect the ability of the IRS to administer the nation’s tax system. The IRS’ efforts to provide assistance to taxpayers are hampered because of these complexities.

In December 2003, in compliance with Section 2004 of the Internal Revenue Service Restructuring and Reform Act of 1998 (RRA 98),\(^ {23}\) the Department of the Treasury reported to Congress that there are several changes that would make the tax system less complex and reduce compliance costs while meeting its other goal. The United States has attempted to reduce taxpayer burden by primarily simplifying the tax law and tax forms when feasible, and by improving customer service and encouraging electronic filing and the use of tax preparation software. Another approach taken by over 30 countries is a return-free filing system.\(^ {24}\) In most of these countries, taxpayers meet their obligations entirely through tax withholding payments made throughout the year. A few of these countries rely on tax-agency reconciliation. These are systems in which tax authorities prepare


\(^{22}\) The period from January through mid-April when most individual income tax returns are filed.


\(^{24}\) Countries that have some sort of return-free filing as part of their tax systems include the United Kingdom, Denmark, Sweden, Germany, Japan, Ireland, and Mexico.
tax returns for individuals based on information submitted by employers and others, and then send taxpayers a completed tax form for their review.\textsuperscript{25}

Providing accurate responses to tax law inquiries remains a challenge. Our most recent audit to determine the accuracy of responses provided to tax law questions at IRS' Taxpayer Assistance Centers (TAC) reported that taxpayers are continuing to receive inaccurate answers.\textsuperscript{26} Assistors correctly answered 66 percent of the 196 tax law questions auditors posed during the 2005 filing season. Although this is comparable to our results obtained for the 2004 filing season, the IRS continues to experience nominal improvement in decreasing the number of incorrect responses given. In addition, the IRS did not achieve its fiscal year 2005 accuracy rate goal of 81 percent.

We believe this happens because assistors are not using the required tools. Other contributing factors include the complexity of the tax law and the number of potential questions assistors must be prepared to answer. For example, assistors are trained and expected to be knowledgeable in 318 tax law topics and 395 subtopics. They are expected to be able to respond to taxpayer issues for the current and prior tax years.

Complexity exists for many taxpayers regardless of the intricacies of their financial situations. The Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC), for example, is a program that is so complicated, it is difficult for both taxpayers and the IRS to consistently and accurately determine eligibility. TIGTA recently completed an audit of the EITC program and reported that, according to the Office of Management and Budget, EITC accounted for $9.7 billion (21 percent) of the $45.1 billion in improper government payments.\textsuperscript{27}

At the other end of the economic spectrum, white collar professionals and executives have used the complexities of the tax code to devise intricate schemes to illegally shelter income from taxation. Widely publicized corporate scandals over the last several years indicate that abusive tax shelters may be more common than once thought. The IRS has increased its oversight of tax shelters with some significant success. For example, the IRS recently reported that it has collected approximately $3.7 billion from the Son of Boss settlement initiative.\textsuperscript{28}

\textsuperscript{25} DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, REPORT TO THE CONGRESS ON RETURN-FREE TAX SYSTEMS: TAX SIMPLIFICATION IS A PREREQUISITE (DECEMBER 2003).
\textsuperscript{26} TREASURY INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR TAX ADMINISTRATION, REF. NO. 2005-40-133, CUSTOMER ACCURACY AT TAXPAYER ASSISTANCE CENTERS SHOWED LITTLE IMPROVEMENT DURING THE 2005 FILING SEASON (2005).
\textsuperscript{27} TREASURY INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR TAX ADMINISTRATION, REF. NO. 2005-40-133, ADMINISTRATION OF THE EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT PROGRAM HAS IMPROVED, BUT CHALLENGES CONTINUE (2005).
\textsuperscript{28} INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, ROBUST RESPONSE FOR EXECUTIVE STOCK OPTION INITIATIVE; SON OF BOSS SETTLEMENT HEADING FOR $4 BILLION, IR-1005-72, AVAILABLE AT HTTP://WWW.IRS.GOV/NEWSROOM/ARTICLE/0,,ID=141014,00.HTML (LAST VISITED OCTOBER 21, 2005).
However, the complexities of the tax law make the job of pursuing these abusive tax avoidance schemes even more challenging and costly. Recent IRS statistics for revenue agents indicate that time spent per tax return on examinations has increased in the last two years.\(^{29}\) For example, in fiscal year 2004, hours spent per return on examinations were up 23 percent for individual tax returns and 19 percent for corporate tax returns over 2003 figures. The increase in time spent on examinations could be partially attributed to the types of cases that were being worked. The Small Business/Self-Employed Division has designated several categories as high-priority, including:

- High-risk, high-income taxpayers and nonfilers;
- Abusive schemes; and,
- Unreported income.

These types of cases require in-depth probing to identify unreported income and to determine reporting compliance.

Various proposals have been made to dramatically alter America’s tax system. Others have made recommendations for less sweeping, but more targeted changes. In the near future, the President’s bipartisan Advisory Panel on Federal Tax Reform will issue its report advising the Secretary of the Treasury on options to reform the tax code. Whatever proposal is chosen, simplifying the tax code could make it easier for taxpayers to voluntarily comply.

**Gather Better Compliance Data**

The IRS’ National Research Program (NRP) is designed to measure taxpayers’ voluntary compliance, better approximate the tax gap, and develop updated formulas to select noncompliant returns for examination. The first phase of this program addresses reporting compliance for individual taxpayers, and data from this phase were used to produce the updated estimates of this portion of the tax gap. These initial findings should enable the IRS to develop and implement strategies to address areas of noncompliance among individual taxpayers.

The next phase of the NRP, which has begun, focuses on Subchapter S corporations (Forms 1120S). These initiatives allow the IRS to update return-selection models for more effective return selection for its compliance efforts. A recent TIGTA audit reported that the return-selection formulas, developed in the 1980s, only accounted for the selection of 22 percent of the corporate returns selected for examination in fiscal year 2004.\(^{30}\) Updated selection models should contribute to more effective use of the IRS’ compliance resources.

\(^{29}\) TIGTA analysis of IRS Data Book Information.

Institute Withholding on Non-employee Compensation

Each year, over 40 percent ($130 billion) of the total tax gap is attributable to underreporting among individuals with business income. More than 20 years ago, GAO recommended that Congress consider requiring withholding and improving information returns reporting for independent contractors. More recently, TIGTA recommended that the IRS initiate a proposal for a legislative change to mandate withholding on non-employee compensation payments, such as those provided to independent contractors. TIGTA maintains that implementing such a provision could reduce the tax gap by billions of dollars. The IRS has agreed to consider such a proposal. The Taxpayer Advocate’s 2003 Annual Report to Congress also made this recommendation.

In a recent Joint Committee on Taxation report, the proposal was made to implement withholding on payments from government entities. The proposal recommended withholding 3 percent of payments to businesses and individuals (other than employees) providing goods and services to government entities. TIGTA agrees that this proposal may be a good first step as it provides an opportunity to test the feasibility and burden associated with such withholding.

In addition to implementing withholding on non-employee compensation, other actions should be taken to improve compliance among independent contractors. For example, improvement is needed to address inaccurate reporting of Taxpayer Identification Numbers (TINs) for independent contractors. For tax years 1995 through 1998, the IRS received about 9.6 million statements for Recipients of Miscellaneous Income (Forms 1099-MISC), reporting approximately $204 billion in non-employee compensation that either did not contain a TIN or had a TIN that did not match IRS records. Legislation could address this problem by mandating that the payer and payee verify the TIN at the beginning of their relationship. Additionally, withholding could be mandated for independent contractors who fail to furnish a TIN. Implementing mandated withholding for this segment of independent contractors would result in an estimated $2.2 billion in increased revenue to the IRS each year.

31 TREA:SURY INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR TAX ADMINISTRATION, REF. NO. 2004-30-040, WHILE PROGRESS TOWARD EARLIER INTERVENTION WITH DELINQUENT TAXPAYERS HAS BEEN MADE, ACTION IS NEEDED TO PREVENT NONCOMPLIANCE WITH ESTIMATED TAX PAYMENT REQUIREMENTS (2004);
TREA:SURY INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR TAX ADMINISTRATION, REF. NO. 2001-30-132, SIGNIFICANT TAX REVENUE MAY BE LOST DUE TO INACCURATE REPORTING OF TAXPAYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS FOR INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS (2001).
33 STAFF OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION, 109TH CONG., OPTIONS TO IMPROVE TAX COMPLIANCE AND REFORM TAX EXPENDITURES (Comm. Print 2005).
34 See TREA:SURY INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR TAX ADMINISTRATION, supra note 31.
Use Document Matching to Enhance Compliance

TIGTA has also identified improvements that should be made to improve compliance in business tax filing. The GAO reported that more than 60 percent of U.S.-controlled corporations and more than 70 percent of foreign-controlled corporations did not report tax liabilities from 1996 through 2000. Although individual wage earners who receive a Wage and Tax Statement (Form W-2) have their wages verified through a matching program, a similar comprehensive matching program for business documents received by the IRS does not exist. TIGTA has recommended that the IRS evaluate all types of business documents it receives to determine whether this information can be used to improve business compliance.

An IRS study, based on TIGTA recommendations, found that in fiscal year 2000, business information documents reported $697 billion of potential taxable income. Furthermore, business information documents identified 1.2 million unresolved business nonfiler tax modules. A tax module contains records of tax liability and accounting information pertaining to the tax for one tax period. TIGTA has also reported on issues related to the increasing global economy. Investments made abroad by U.S. residents have grown in recent years, nearly tripling from $2.6 trillion in 1999 to $7.2 trillion in 2003. To address the tax compliance challenges presented by foreign investments, TIGTA recommended that the IRS make better use of the foreign-source income information documents received from tax treaty countries. TIGTA also recommended that, prior to issuing refunds to foreign partners, the IRS implement an automated crosscheck of withholding claims against available credits for partnerships with foreign partners.

Implementing a comprehensive matching program to identify noncompliance among businesses would be difficult and could require some legislative changes,

35 TREASURY INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR TAX ADMINISTRATION, REF. NO. 2002-30-185, THE IRS SHOULD EVALUATE THE FEASIBILITY OF USING AVAILABLE DOCUMENTS TO VERIFY INFORMATION REPORTED ON BUSINESS TAX RETURNS (2002).  
37 THE IRS RECEIVES OVER 30 DIFFERENT TYPES OF BUSINESS INFORMATION DOCUMENTS YEARLY. MOST OF THESE FORMS HAVE A LEGAL REQUIREMENT FOR ISSUANCE TO CORPORATIONS. THE THREE INFORMATION DOCUMENTS MOST OFTEN ISSUED TO BUSINESS NONFILERS ARE FORMS 1099-B (PROCEEDS FROM BROKER AND BARTER EXCHANGE TRANSACTIONS), 1099-MISC (MISCELLANEOUS INCOME), AND 4789 (CURRENCY TRANSACTION REPORTS).  
38 INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, REPORT OF BMF IRP NONFILERS FOR TAX YEAR 2000 (CORPORATIONS, PARTNERSHIPS, AND TRUSTS), RESEARCH PROJECT 02.08.003.03, SB/SE RESEARCH (JULY 2004).  
but it could identify significant pockets of noncompliance among business taxpayers.

**Address Increasing Levels of Late Filed Returns**

Taxpayer payment compliance means that the amounts owed are paid on time. However, for decades the IRS has allowed taxpayers with extended return filing due dates to send in late payments and pay only interest and small failure-to-pay penalties. Obtaining an extension of time to file a tax return does not extend the due date for tax payments, and failure to pay penalties are typically assessed when payments are made late, even if the taxpayer has received an extension.

In 1993, IRS management eliminated the requirement to pay all taxes by the payment due date in order to qualify for an extension of time to file. Once an extension has been granted, the taxpayer is exempt from a 5 percent per month Delinquency Penalty for the period of the extension. TIGTA evaluated the impact of these rules on individual and corporate taxpayers and found that 88 percent of untimely tax payments for returns filed after April 15th were attributable to extended-due-date taxpayers. Corporations are required to pay estimates of their unpaid taxes in order to be granted extensions. However, TIGTA found corporate estimates to be highly flawed; in calendar year 1999 alone, approximately 168,000 corporations received an extension, yet failed to pay $1.8 billion in taxes when they were due.

TIGTA projected that the tax gap from extension-related individual income tax underpayments would amount to approximately $46.3 billion in calendar year 2008, of which approximately $29.8 billion would not be paid until after the end of fiscal year 2008. Due to the more complex nature of corporate taxes, similar figures were not available for corporations, although TIGTA estimated that by tax year 2008, approximately $768 million in additional corporate taxes would be timely paid if TIGTA’s recommendations were adopted. The IRS is currently studying TIGTA’s recommendations.

**Increase Resources in the IRS Enforcement Functions**

Staffing in the IRS enforcement areas has decreased significantly in the last few years. However, in 2004, the IRS received additional funding and was able to

---

40 The Delinquency Penalty is also known as the Failure-to-File Penalty, although it only applies to taxpayers who both file late and fail to pay all taxes by the tax payment deadline.
increase its enforcement staffing slightly over the prior year. In the Examination function, the number of Revenue Agents decreased from 13,857 in fiscal year 1995 to 9,787 in fiscal year 2004. In the Collection function, the number of Revenue Officers decreased from 5,908 in fiscal year 1995 to 3,789 in fiscal year 2004. These decreases in staffing occurred during a period in which the number of tax returns filed increased by more than 10 percent.

Figure 3. Compliance Staffing—Field Special Agents, and Revenue Agents and Revenue Officers Working Compliance Cases — Fiscal Year (FY) 1995-2004

One effect of the lack of resources in the Collection function is that the Queue has increased significantly since fiscal year 1996. In fiscal year 1996, there were 317,865 balance due accounts worth $2.96 billion in the Queue. In fiscal year 2004, these figures had increased to 623,477 balance-due accounts worth $21 billion. Additionally, the number of unfiled tax-return accounts in the Queue increased from 326,118 in fiscal year 1996 to 838,090 in fiscal year 2004.

The number of balance-due accounts “shelved,” or removed from the Queue altogether because of lower priority, has also increased significantly. In fiscal year 1996, less than 8,000 of these balance due accounts were shelved, but in fiscal year 2004, more than 1 million of these accounts were removed from inventory. From fiscal year 2001 to 2004, approximately 5.4 million accounts with balance-due amounts totaling more than $22.9 billion were removed from inventory.

Sources: Criminal Investigation Business Performance Review, Examination Table 37, Collection Report 5000-23.

43 An automated holding file for unassigned inventory of lower priority delinquent cases that the Collection function does not have enough resources to immediately assign for contact.
Collection function inventory and shelved. Additionally, in fiscal year 2004 alone, more than 2 million accounts with unfiled returns were shelved.

If increased funds for enforcement are provided to the IRS in upcoming budgets, the resource issues in the enforcement functions will be addressed to some degree. In addition, use of contractors should allow the IRS to collect more outstanding taxes. The IRS will have to be vigilant in overseeing these contractors to ensure that abuses do not occur. However, past experiences with lockbox thefts and insufficient contractor oversight provide valuable lessons to reduce the likelihood of similar issues occurring when contracting out collection of tax debt.44

There are many areas in which increased enforcement and/or legislative remedies could address noncompliance. For example, a recent TIGTA audit found a significant number of single shareholder owners of Subchapter S corporations avoided paying themselves salaries to avoid paying employment taxes.45 We estimated this would cost the Treasury approximately $60 billion in employment taxes over five years. Under current law, the IRS must perform an examination of these taxpayers to determine reasonable compensation. To accomplish this on any scale would require significant compliance resources.

Additional resources might also help the IRS address the growth in fraudulent returns filed by incarcerated individuals. On June 29, 2005, I testified before the House Committee on Ways and Means, Subcommittee on Oversight on this growing problem.46 Although prisoner tax returns account for only 0.43 percent of all refund returns, they account for more than 15 percent of the fraudulent returns identified by the IRS. Refund fraud committed by prisoners is growing at an alarming rate. The number of fraudulent returns filed by prisoners and identified by the IRS’ Criminal Investigation function grew from 4,300 in processing year 2002 to more than 18,000 in processing year 2004 (a 318 percent increase).47 During that same period, all fraudulent returns identified grew by just 45 percent.

44 TREASURY INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR TAX ADMINISTRATION, REF. NO. 2002-30-055, FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS NEED STRENGTHENING AT LOCKBOX BANKS TO BETTER PROTECT TAXPAYER PAYMENTS AND SAFEGUARD TAXPAYER INFORMATION (2002); TREASURY INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR TAX ADMINISTRATION, INSUFFICIENT CONTRACTOR OVERSIGHT PUT DATA AND EQUIPMENT AT RISK (2004).
47 Processing year refers to the year in which taxpayers file their returns at the Submission Processing Sites. Generally, returns for 2003 were processed during 2004, although returns for older years were also processed.
The IRS’ Fraud Detection Centers screen tax returns based on criteria that identify potentially fraudulent filings. The number of returns screened is based on these criteria and the available resources. During processing year 2004, Fraud Detection Centers screened about 36,000 of the approximately 455,000 refund returns identified as filed by prisoners. Resources were not available to screen the remaining 419,000 tax returns. Those returns claimed approximately $640 million in refunds and approximately $318 million in EITC. For those unscreened returns, over 18,000 prisoners incarcerated during all of calendar year 2003 filed returns with a filing status as “Single” or “Head of Household” and claimed more than $19 million in EITC. Since prisoners were incarcerated for the entire year, they would have had neither eligible earned income to qualify for the EITC nor a qualified child who lived with them for more than six months.

Although increasing enforcement is important in addressing the tax gap, the IRS must exercise great care not to emphasize enforcement at the expense of taxpayer rights and customer service. I believe that steps to reduce the current level of customer service should be taken only with the utmost thought and consideration of their impact, and only with all the necessary data to support these actions. Customer service goals must be met and even improved upon, or people will lose confidence in the IRS’ ability to meet part of its mission of providing America’s taxpayers quality service by helping them understand and meet their tax responsibilities.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appreciate the opportunity to share my views on the tax gap, and the work TIGTA has done in this area. I would be happy to answer any questions you may have.